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Remarks about the partition of the research contribution into two parts: 

The research work the author wish to submit to AFROS 2018 is a kind of synthesis research and is 

designed in two parts and would be presented within two nearby time slots (Part B after Part A) within 

one or two sessions on Logistics management/Transportation/Vehicle Routing and/or Optimization 

and/or Scheduling related to logistics and transportation. I also express my interest to organize Part A 

and Part B together with insights about success of my methodology in practice projects and interna-

tional competitions in order to provide a semi-plenary talk connecting the aforementioned streams of 

interest and designed for a wider range of OR-interested audience with focus on effective modeling 

and optimization. The reason for the paper split and the suggestion for a semi-plenary is fourfold:  

 firstly to thoroughly discuss (in a distinct insightful way as in the literature) similarities and 

dissimilarities between two practically and scientifically relevant classes of transportation 

problems, one with a big interest community (vehicle routing, logistics/transportation) and the 

other with a smaller, but also significant, community (vehicle scheduling, public transport).  

 Secondly to show that for several reasons, not least complexity issues, that it is beneficial to 

transmit modeling knowhow of large-scale optimization from vehicle scheduling to vehicle 

routing and not the other way around (interestingly opposed to mainstream of research).  

 Thirdly, to show a new type of optimization modeling and efficient solution using MIP solvers 

which has been computationally tested in research and practice for several years in vehicle 

scheduling, train rotation and airline crew scheduling. The underlying network-flow based 

mathematical modeling based on a unifying idea of what we firstly termed in this paper by 

“Merged Network Flows” are shown using intuitive and illustrated network components. 

 Fourth, to show that this success in mathematical optimization can be transmitted to some 

practically relevant vehicle routing problems where the mainstream methods are still based on 

heuristics or the mathematical models are not yet efficiently solvable by MIP Solvers. 



Extended Abstract   

Part A: Problem Classes and Research Road Map 

1. Motivation and Overview  

This paper deals with two different classes of transportation problems, which are studied by two 

different communities, although they sometimes seem to be the same or overlapping due to mutual 

interests in network-based optimization models and algorithms. First, the well-known and intensively 

investigated class of the vehicle routing problem (VRP) with its many variants is studied in logistics 

and mainly arises in transportation of goods by e.g. trucks/lorries, HVG (heavy goods vehicles), vans, 

and freight/cargo vehicles in general (figure 1 in the appendix on the left hand side). Second, the class 

of the vehicle scheduling problem (VSP) with its variants deals with public transport and services 

involving the transport of persons/passengers by e.g. busses, trains or aircraft, following mostly 

periodic timetables and (trip) schedules open for public use (figure 1 on the right hand side).  

Vehicle routing and vehicle scheduling problems (VRP, VSP) also seem to share a very common 

structure: VRP chains customer/service locations (or customer on-site-services) into vehicle routes 

and VSP chains trips of timetables (with fixed start and end locations/stations and times) into rotations 

(figure 2, appendix). Because of this similarity, many classifications of combined vehicle routing and 

scheduling problems exist which are mostly initiated by the bigger logistics community starting with 

VRP as a basic problem, then adding features of time windows, scheduling, and combined requests of 

pickups and deliveries ending by VSP, if at all classified, as an almost degenerated case of VRP.  

However, state-of-the-art optimization methods for large practical instances for the VSP and its 

practically relevant variants are based on mathematical programming, but large scale instances 

for vehicle routing problems and their practically relevant variants are still solved heuristically. So, 

thinking of VSP as a “complex” variant of VRP can be misleading and leads to developing a heuristic 

solution for a problem which can be optimally solved by mathematical programming for large-scale 

practical instances (e.g., VSP with multiple depots and/or multiple vehicle types in both bus transport 

and railways, based on author’s research and experience, see extended abstract of Part B). So our clear 

message which will be explained in the next two sections and placed at the bottom of figure 1 (arrow 

from right to left) is: It is beneficial to transmit modeling knowhow of optimization from vehicle 

scheduling to vehicle routing and not the other way around as in the major literature. 

2.  (Dis-)similarities of VRP and VSP and their extensions 

Services to be chained in routes are identified by only space (location of costumer to be serviced) for 

vehicle routing and by trips as activities involving both space and time in the vehicle scheduling 

setting. Both type of services are modeled by nodes in the classical network models of figure 2 and 

these nodes are connected by potential feasible links between services (directed for the case of VSP). 

For a moment, the tasks of VSP seem to be more complex since the time component is added (figure 2 

on the right hand side) to the space component in VRP (figure 2 on the left hand side). 

Thus, why is the basic problem of VSP computationally more tractable than the basic VRP?  

One way to see the difference (without dwelling on complexities) is as follows: A network (or graph) 

with (time-)space nodes and explicit arc connections is (directed and) acyclic only for VSP due to 

irreversible time progress (figure 2 on the right hand side). Both classical network flow-based models 

have a combined balance and cover constraint of the following simple and powerful type:  

in_flow(n) = out_flow(n) = 1,   for each node n  (except the depot node(s)) 

Whereas these constraints suffice to produce feasible and optimal solutions for VSP due to the 

acyclicity of the underlying network (a path from depot to depot is always a feasible rotation), 

however, for vehicle routing, flow models suffer from subtours and lot of symmetry: The balance and 



cover constraints allow for cyclic flows without passing through the depot which produces unfeasible 

tours/routes. Avoiding this is computationally very expensive, e.g., by adding types of subtour elimi-

nation or breaking constraints, and thus drastically decreases the efficiency of solution of this type of 

vehicle flow models for VRP and its variants. Indeed, the basic problem of VSP is solvable in polyno-

mial time as the chaining of scheduled trips can be modeled as a basic min-cost-flow problem (within 

an acyclic graph) without any side constraints (also without having to declare arc flows to be integer!), 

however VRP having the NP-hard TSP (travelling salesman problem) in its kernel (TSP can be seen 

as a VRP with only one vehicle) is much more difficult to solve. Note: VSP-variants are also NP-hard. 

Thus, our research road map consists of transmitting efficiently solvable network-flow based 

models for VSP and its variants to the wider logistics area of vehicle routing problems. We 

identified a couple of combined vehicle routing and scheduling problems lying on the axis between 

VSP and VRP (see figure 1) and organized them in three lines: The two lines plotted below the axis 

deals with similar and dissimilar extensions of the VRP and VSP using the same pre- and postfixes, 

namely problems with multiple vehicle types (mVT-) and multiple-depots (MD-) and problems with 

time windows (-TW). Based on our experience with mVT-VSP and mVT-MDVSP, it is beneficial to: 

 Firstly design efficiently solvable models for the one-vehicle-type, one-depot problems  

 Secondly expand the flow networks to a multi-layer (multi-commodity) flow networks:  

A separate network layer is generated to each commodity, where a commodity is defined to each 

vehicle type (only mVT), to each depot (only MD), or to each pair of depot and vehicle type 

(combined mVT-MD-problems, see Part B, more complex extensions also exist for railways).  

This method can also be applied to MDVRP (without modeling each vehicle as a commodity, but the 

set of all vehicles of the same type and/or same depot as a commodity). So the success of solving 

these VSP and VRP extension is dependent on a clever modeling of the basic versions and identifying 

the fundamental axis between VRP and VSP handling inherent basic problem structures (see next 

section). Before doing this, it is worth mentioning that the problem variation with TW (time windows) 

is a situation of an only apparent similarity (of postfix “-TW”). The TW-aspect has different reading 

resp. complexity kernel for VRP and VSP, thus there are dissimilarities between VRP and VSP in this 

concern: Whereas TW for VRP means inserting the time component into the otherwise not timely 

dependent VRP (TW is a time interval where service should take place or start at customer location), 

TW for VSP means inserting a flexibility for the otherwise fixed starting times of trips. 

3. The fundamental VRP-VSP-axis for inherent problem structures and presentation of 

combined routing and scheduling problems in-between and their interrelations 

We now concentrate on basic structures of VRP, VSP and combined routing and scheduling problems 

whose names are over the main axis between VRP and VSP in figure 1. Before analyzing these in 

two different views in 3.A (from VSP side) and 2.B (from VRP side), a basic difference in problem 

structure of basic VRP and VSP is emphasized taking vehicle routing terminology: The term “tour” 

defines each part of a VRP solution consisting of the subset of customers/locations to be serviced by 

the same vehicle starting and ending at a depot without sequencing resp. exact routing (“vehicle 

routing” is called “Tourenplanung” in German, meaning tour(s’) planning). In the basic VRP, two 

integrated problems should be solved simultaneously: clustering service customers into tours and 

optimal routing of customers (and their sequencing) within each tour (exact routes).  

Using the same term “tour” for the basic VSP (right hand side in figure 1), finding the tours of trips is 

almost equivalent to finding the tours together with their routes, because trips are already scheduled/ 

timetabled and the trips of a tour are simply sorted by increasing departure times to construct the route 

of the tour (“vehicle scheduling” and “rotation planning” are called “Umlaufplanung” in German 

where “Umlauf” has the meaning of rotation or of both tour and circulation).  



3.A) A view from the VSP side (non-classical direction of treatment): The combined vehicle 

routing and scheduling problem nearest to VSP seems to be the DARP (deal-a-ride-problem). DARP 

is the PDP (pickup-and-delivery problem) variant for the transport of people, i.e., of persons. Both are 

classified within a 1-1 PD-scheme meaning that requests take the form “single pickup to single 

delivery”, and for the following reason we would introduce 11 to schematize a stronger connection 

between pickup and delivery for DARP: Unlike PDP for goods’ transportation, a “ride”- (journey, trip 

in vehicle) or a PD-request cannot be freely intervened by servicing other P- and D-activities of other 

requests and e.g. a maximum total ride duration and/or waiting time within a ride is imposed. Further, 

for both PDP and DARP seen from a VRP perspective, there are naturally new necessary precedence 

constraints governing feasible routes of vehicle tours: each customer’s request must be picked up 

before being delivered, directly or indirectly for PDP and only directly for a tightened DARP version 

(“ride-by-ride”, without intervening schematized by 11). The latter direct precedence (D to P of 

same request) impose must-to-visit-arcs between each pair of pickup and delivery (start/end locations 

of the ride) with flow fixed to 1. These arcs for the tightened DARP correspond to arcs between nodes 

for start and end events of scheduled trips for VSP, if a trip-as-arc network is used (see Part B).   

DARP is naturally considered with time windows for pickup times of customer requested rides. The 

tighter the time windows for rides’ pickup times are, the more the underlying routing and scheduling 

problem approaches to bus scheduling (VSP) in public transport, where the timetabled trips (corres-

ponding to rides) have a-priori fixed start-times. DARP is a particularly interesting variant of PDP 

because of many applications including working tours of home healthcare services and transport of 

disabled persons. DARP can also be seen from another view side as a relaxation of VSP. Some crucial 

properties sensitive to efficient solution approaches seem to be neglected as a whole in the literature:  

 First, DARP with tight time windows may better be handled as an extension VSP-TW (relaxing 

11 to 11), not as an extension of a VRP model, but as an extension of a VSP model.  

 Second, for (tight) time windows, the logically derived compatibility relation allows only arcs 

(or paths) to be traversed when TW of next linked request in a route is “not terminated” before the 

vehicle could reach the location starting at earliest time of TW of previous task. This compatibility 

relation allows for a considerable reduction of network (in case of tight TWs) by removing arcs or 

by “directing” some arcs in only one way (omitting some symmetries in the VRP setting).  

 Third, this compatibility relation may produce an (almost) acyclic network structure which can be 

advantageously utilized to design better performing (network-flow based) mathematical models, 

and should not be seen as a disadvantage or as an algorithmic bottleneck for, e.g., moves in local 

search and metaheuristic approaches where many classical move types produce infeasibilities.  

 Fourth, the precedence relations between rides are equivalent in case of zero-width TW (fixed 

pickup times) to inter-trip deadhead moves between scheduled/timetabled trips in VSP.  

 And last but not least, there exists a computationally powerful aggregation scheme for these 

numerous deadhead trips or unloaded moves (or inter-trip matches) which is developed by the 

author and not yet widely known in the literature: Our LFM-technique reduces the quadratic 

number of matches M to only a few percent of them, termed LFM (latest first matches). Our talk 

is an opportunity to present this LFM-technique and show its network reduction power and com-

putational results for large scale practically relevant VSP variants with deadheading (see Part B). 

3.B) A view from the VRP side (extension of the classical direction of treatment): From the other 

side (figure 1 to the left), the problems nearest to VRP which in some sense lay on the way to PDP are 

VPRB (vehicle routing problem with backhaul) and VRPDP (a class of vehicle routing problems 

incorporating VRPB and VRP with mixed deliveries and pickups, denoted by VRPMDP). These kinds 

of problems arise in reverse logistics where full containers for trucks (or full drink bottles boxes for 

vans) are delivered to customers, and empty containers (or empty bottles boxes) are picked up from 



customers and returned to the depot (full/empty pallets, new/used appliances). This type of problems 

is also classified within pickup and delivery problems by the scheme 1-M-1 (one-to-many-to-one, 

where the first “1” means depot as a single pickup for delivery to many customers as in normal VRP 

delivery tours and the second “1” means the depot as delivery point of many pickups from customers).  

This type of schemes aims at unifying between VR-P and PD-P classes, however with an alternative 

notation, one is able to better stress the different nature of inherently VRP variants and inherently 

PDP variants. We here follow the notation VRPDP of Wassan and Nagy (2014), first as we will 

improve their mathematical model in Part B, and second to emphasize that VRP-DP is an inherently 

VRP variant where deliveries are understood as load line-hauls from depot, and pickups as backhauls 

to depot, as it is usual for VRP terminology (VRP with classical delivery tours or alternatively VRP 

with collecting tours with only pickups, e.g. of milk from farmers). Also, VRPDP with D before P is 

used instead of VRPPD to indicate that we are not dealing with pickup-and-delivery-requests (non-

depot-to-non-depot) as for PDP but to emphasize that deliveries from depot (usual setting in VRP) are 

mixed with other pickups (not being related to deliveries in anyway) from customers to depot. Thus in 

VRP-DP, two usual practical cases for basic VRP (only Deliveries from depot, only Pickups to depot) 

are combined to a VRP with combined Deliveries (from depot) and Pickups (to depot), i.e., -DP.  

What are the main characteristics letting VRPDP be a very good candidate to be studied with the goal 

of getting more efficiently solvable models for practically relevant VRP settings and VRP variants? 

Loading goods into, and unloading goods from, a vehicle is a central operational issue for the practical 

importance of VRP, however the basic VRP, as it is usually defined or formulated, does consider only 

a maximum load capacity (sum of loads of all deliveries for a pure delivery setting or sum of loads of 

all pickups for a pure collecting setting); this maximum only affects an upper bound (of customer 

loads) not to be exceeded in the clustering subproblem of VRP, but does not really influences the 

sequencing or routing of a vehicle within a tour (cluster). This basic remark is not, or is rarely, found 

in the literature. Thus, VRPB and VRPDP are the nearest variants to VRP with a combination of 

delivering and collecting goods within a tour: The routing and sequencing within a tour is inherently 

influenced within these VRP variants and have direct influence of loading and unloading operations.  

It is known that the VRP with backhauling (VRPB) saves operational costs because vehicles can 

collect backhaul/pickup goods from customers when they are empty after delivery on their routes back 

to the depot. It is also clear that this saving can be considerably higher when mixing of deliveries and 

pickups is allowed (e.g., allowing pickups from faraway customers in the middle route of a tour).  

Wassan and Nagy discussed the problem of shuffling operations when mixing deliveries and pickups 

in an unrestricted manner and propose a simple rule to its avoidance: The drivers are angry when the 

solution is only route-optimal but the sequencing of deliveries and pickups are in a way that the driver 

should frequently drop picked up loads to deliver goods laying behind. Thus a VRP-RM-DP version 

with restricted mixing is introduced and a restriction is added to the model imposing a minimum 

percentage of free space within the lorry/van when both linehaul and backhaul goods are present.  

Part B of our contribution will add a new issue of practical interest together with the presentation of 

efficiently solvable mathematical models: The quality of a mixed delivery and pickup tour can be 

further enhanced by restricting the number  of what we termed DP-turns in order to favor a more 

stable plan with longer parts of unloading and of loading operations with few linehaul-backhaul 

turns. We are then in position to simply characterize VRP and VRPB as special cases of VRPDP 

(VRP-RM-DP = VRPDP with restricted mixing constraint): Setting  = 1, we get VRPB and  = 0, we 

get the basic VRP (and setting the vehicle flow from depot to 1, we have TSP). These variations are 

also obtainable from the same mathematical model by a simple value change of the -parameter.  



Appendix 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of research road map with an overview of VRP and VSP problems and some 

combined scheduling and routing problems in-between to be considered for efficient solution 

 

 

Figure 2: Similarities of VRP (customer-as-node) and VSP (trip-as-node) in a classical  

connection-based network (not suitable for solving large-scale instances, see Part B)  


